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The Road to Recovery 

Sunrise Breakfast a great success 

A BIG SHOOT OUT to Rodney and Debra Tyler for hosting the last sunrise 

breakfast at their farm and to the Lions Club for their continued support 

to the community through the recovery phase. 

There is nothing like the fresh farm eggs from Deb’s Fouracre Fresh Free 

Range Eggs!  Thank you to Colin from Redcross and Donna for your won-

derful coordination skills that keeps us all focused. 

Thank you from Andrew Hastie and Tony Abbott 

At the initiative of Andrew Hastie with the cooperation and support of the Association of Volunteer Bushfire Brigades WA State 

President, Dave Gossage AFSM, a thankyou morning tea was held for the Volunteer Emergency Services at the Drakesbrook Ho-

tel recently.  Volunteers from the Shires of Waroona, Harvey and Murray were in attendance and had a great time mixing and 

sharing their stories with Tony who is a volunteer firefighter as well. 
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OUR Resilient Community —  

Hills Community Bans together  

It is great to see the various communities across the Waroona shire coming together to Recover, Plan and 

Prepare for the future.  The Shire of Waroona Fire Recovery Coordinator was recently invited to join the 

Hills community for one of their gatherings to share experiences and discuss information sharing. 

The community resilience shown by 

the residents is truly inspiring.  We 

encourage everyone to join in with 

their respective communities.  It is a 

great way to get to know your 

neighbours, build new friendships 

and look out for each other in times 

of need, especially when you are 

not home. 

We would like to acknowledge Sa-

rah Hulls passion and commitment 

in coordinating the group activities 

and Fred Hull for his leadership and 

guidance. 

Everyone should be thinking about the up and coming fire season.   

 What is your Plan?   

 Does your family know what the plan is?  Have they practiced it? 

 What will you do if something happens when you are away from your property?   

 Do you know your neighbours?   

 Do your neighbours know where your pumps and gear is? 

 Do your neighbours know how to work your equipment if you are not around? 

 What are the escape routes from your property? What if the roads are blocked how will you get out? 

 Where are all the water points?  

 Are your firebreaks at a standard that you would feel safe being on if there is a fire?  

The Waroona CRC is holding and information session on 

the 20th September 2016, flyer attached where you can 

get more information to assist you in being prepared. 

Email: wccsdo@westnet.com.au          Call: 9733 3011 
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OUR Resilient Community —  

Joe Commisso reflects on his journey in the Fire 

At the time I was concerned about the fire close by and the easterly winds, naturally with a fire 

close by it wouldn't take much for things to go wrong.  Sadly my fears were realised when the 

fire hit Waroona.  A spot fire started in ALCOA property so we went with my tractor and discs 

to create firebreaks and start tackling the fire from the flanks.  

A series of outbreaks occurred as a result of embers falling in and around Hamel town site. 

Returning home – “by then fires had broken out throughout Hamel, along old Hamel stops, 

spread into farmland surrounding the water line.  I prepared our home, turned sprinklers on, 

extended fire breaks etc.” 

Our community spirit kicked in with the Vitale family coming out to help, both families includ-

ing wives and kids helped drive machinery and use fire equipment to prevent and extinguish 

fires throughout Hamel. 

We used tractors and discs and fire units to protect properties on Buller & Coronation Road 

including Rocky and Sue Caruso place which was defended 3 times over a period of 2 days.  

Spot fires and break always were a constant problem. 

“We all helped put out a fire on a neighbour’s house and then were joined by other long time locals such as Dimasis, LeRoys, 

Angis, Carusos, Vitales, Ferraros, Deleos, Wards, Hulls – we simply banned together as a community and went from property to 

property helping out wherever needed.” 

Working tirelessly throughout the night creating firebreaks and extinguishing fires and completed shifts along with son Josh as 

members of the Waroona West Volunteer Bushfire Brigade, we helped evacuate elderly neighbours when the fire came as close as 

across the road, no power, no water, limited food as a result of road blocks which were a constant source of frustration and inhibi-

tor to common sense community protection and decision making .  

“I don’t know how they housed 15 people (Commisso & Vitale families) living under the same roof for 5 days – with no showers, 

electricity, food etc — Lucky there were high supplies of Italian sausage and watermelon” 

Joe’s son in law returned from working up north with a fire unit to assist us with the major task at hand.  The community resilience 

shone through with no damage to property . They were able to stop fire on other side of road and obviously a lot of smoke and ash 

damage as everyone else experienced to all buildings. 

“We are not put off by there being another fire in a short frame of time, we wouldn’t even consider moving, we love our com-

munity.” 

One thing that we were surprised about and will be more aware of in the future is how far and 

quickly the fire jumped from Waroona to Hamel.  If there is potential of fire outbreak in Hamel 

next time, within 10km of his house, he will be coming home immediately.  He would never 

have believed that a fire would spread from scarp to sea, something that hasn't been seen in 

generations.  

Joe said; “I am very proud of how the community came together to help – particularly a small 

area like Hamel and encourages others to be more fire aware and prepared for every fire sea-

son.” 

Prioritise your wellbeing.  

You are going through a highly stressful experience.  It is normal that you might be having strong emotional reactions 

such as sadness, anger, anxiety and frustration.  You may also be finding it hard to concentrate, think clearly or make 

decisions, this is also normal after an emergency event.   It takes time, but stress reactions will fade if you have the 

right information and look after your wellbeing.  Get more information by visiting:   

http://redcross.org.au/self-care.aspx Or if you feel you need more individual support contact the Emergency  

Service resilience officer on;  0417 457 583  
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Bonfire Night for fire affected residents 
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Contact the Waroona Shire Fire Recovery Coordinator and share your story 0403 410 651. 

OUR Resilient Community — 
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OUR Resilient Community — 
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Phone: (08) 9733 7800 

Fax:  (08) 9733 1883 

Email:  warshire@waroona.wa.gov.au                  

Website: www.waroona.wa.gov.au  

Get in Touch, Stay in Touch 
 

Shire of Waroona is located at 52 Hesse Street, 

Waroona, WA 6215 

Postal Address: PO Box 20, Waroona WA 6215 

mailto:shire@waroona.wa.gov.au
http://www.waroona.wa.gov.au
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